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2022 Lies before us like a fallak land, waiting to be plowed, cultivated, and
exploited.
May the Society meet your expectations in this coming year, after all, you as
members are the heart of our existence. Live your dreams to the fullest.

Congratulations to all the buyers and sellers at the 1st auction of 2022, the Karoo Boer Goats
Production Auction which took place in Jansenville.
The most expensive ram was sold by Toorwater Boer Goat Stud for R37 000, and the most
expensive ewe was sold by Erik Meyer Boer Goat Stud for R15 500.
Averages:
Flock Rams: R10,440-00
tud Rams: R37,000-00
Flock Ewes: R6,552-00
Stud Ewes: R10,350-00
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5 February 2022 Fire & Wine Arena,
Pretoria
Presented CdP Auctioneers
Take 2 Breeders:
LJ du Raan & Sons
Pieter Smith Boer goat Stud
Guest Sellers
Schoonheid Boer goat stud (Kobus & Sarel Kriek)
Dome Africa Boer Goats (Marius Pretorius)
The most expensive boer goat ewes sold at the auction were Lot 47 (Stud), and Lot 68 (Flock),
both sold by Pieter Smith for R80 000.
The most expensive boer goat rams were sold for R75 000.
Lot 6, sold by Leonard du Raan, and Lot 17 sold by Schoonheid Boer goat stud.
Congratulations to the sellers on a great oﬀer of animals.
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12 Boer goat rams were on oﬀer - 2 stud and 10 ﬂock rams. The most
expensive stud ram of Darrin van Zyl was sold for R25,000 to Edwin
Baltsiwe, and the second most expensive stud ram from Theo Coetzee
was sold for R20,000. The 10 ﬂock rams were sold at an average price
of R11,100. 9 Flock ewes were oﬀered. The most expensive ﬂock ewe
was sold by I S Gous for R 6,600. A total of 6 ewes were sold at an
average price of R 3,150.
Auctioneer: Chris Hendricks

New World Genetics Digital Online Auction
12 February 2022 – presented by BKB
Auctioneer: Danie Strauss

9 Stud rams sold @ average R34 788
9 Flock rams sold @ average R18 111

33 Stud Ewes sold @ average R21 636

25 Flock Ewes sold @ average R13 359

Most expensive rams: Lot 4 & 18 Both sold for
R55 000

Lot 4 sold by Hein Booysen & lot 18 sold by
Karsten Boerdery.

Congratulations to BKB on hosting an excellent
digital auction.

Innibos Boer Goat Group 13th Production Sale @ Polokwane
12th Feb 2022 – Presented by Vleissentraal Bosveld
Auctioneer: Craig le Roux
55 Pregnant ewes sold @ average R9 873
Most expensive: R18 000 sold by Bosland Bdy
26 Flock ewes @ average R10 308
Most expensive: R14 000 sold by Kleinbegin Boerbokstoet
18 Flock rams sold @ average R13 084
Most expensive R20 000 sold by Tobie Fourie & Sons
17 Pregnant stud ewes sold @ average R15 500
Most expensive: R24 000 sold by Kleinbegin Boerbokstoet
3 Stud ewes sold @ average R14 667
Most expensive: R18 000 sold by Anton & Rickus Bothma
13 Stud rams sold @ average R17 846
Most expensive: R25 000 sold by Tobie Fourie & Sons
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Afslaer: Brandon Leer

The most expensive ewe sold during
the National ewe auction was lot 52
from Lukas Burger, sold for R62 000 to
Antjiesfontein Boerdery.
The second highest amount of R50 000
was paid by Johan Strauss for lot 35,
also from Lukas Burger

National Ewe Show Price Giving
Junior Champion Ewe

Boer goat:Lukas Burger

Kalahari red: Douw Dry on behalf of Karsten Bdy

Savanna: Koenie Kotzé

Reserve Junior Champion ewe

Boer goat: Booysen Farming

Kalahari red: Myl 50
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Savanna: Koenie Kotzé

Senior Champion ewe

Boer goat Senior & Reserve
Senior Champion ewe:

Kalahari red Reserve

Kalahari red

Senior Champion ewe:

Senior Champion ewe:

Josef Kleynhans

Antoinette Dry

Lukas Burger

Boer goat group of 3

Savanna Senior & Reserve
Senior Champion ewe:
Marina Kotzé

Boer goat group of 3 ewes

ewes unshed: Lukas Burger

2 Tooth and over: Lukas Burger

Grand Champion ewe

Boer goat Grand- & Reserve grand
champion ewe: Lukas Burger

Boer goat stud (Riekie de Witt)

Kalahari red Grand

champion ewe: van Heerden Stud

Reserve Grand Champion: Karsten

Savanna Grand- & Reserve grand
champion ewe: Koenie Kotzé

Farming (absent)

Breeder with most points

Boer goat: Lukas Burger

Kalahari red: CMLW Farming
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Savanna: Koenie Kotzé

Boer goat points:

Lukas Burger: 108

Kalahari red Points:

CMLW Boerdery: 48

Nico Botha Boerbokstoet: 74

Ivan & Malan van Heerden: 43

Schoonheid Boerbokstoet: 23

Kiliﬁ Creek 37

Karsten Boerdery: 39

Savanna points:

Koenie & Marina Kotzé: 205
Blackie Swart: 20

Josef Kleynhans: 42

Karsten Boerdery: 23

Breeder of Champions

Boer goat: Lukas Burger

Kalahari red: Antoinette Dry on behalf of
van Heerden Stud

Savanna: Koenie Kotzé

Bobaas Boer Goat Digital Auction 19th Feb
2022 – presented by BKB Auctioneers:
Danie Strauss
52 ﬂock ewes @ average R16,038-46
Most expesive: R40,000-00

27 stud ewes @ average R27,352-94
Most expensive: R60,000-00

10 ﬂock rams @ average R14,800-00
Most expensive: R25,000-00

14 stud rams @ average: R26,428-57
Most expensive: R100,000-00

The most expensive stud ram was sold for

R100,000-00 to Boeram Venter an the most
expensive ewe sold for

R60 000 to Hennie van Niekerk of Benchmark
Boerbokstoet, Polokwane.

HOW MANY BOER GOATS CAN MY FARM SUSTAIN? MORE OR LESS... WITH 120
LAMBING%
The agricultural people in Victoria, Australia say carrying capacity starts at 250mm of rain per year. If it only
rains 250mm (10 inches) on your farm in a year, then your carrying capacity is ZERO for boer goats. One boer
goat per hectare for every 250mm it rains more than 250mm per year.
WITHOUT ANY PLANTED PASTURE, EX. LUCERNE UNDER A SPINDLE POINT.
Fochville - Parys receives approximately 550mm (21.7 inches) of rain per year. (550 - 250) / 250 = 1.2 boer
goats per hectare (approximately 5.0 ha for six goats).

This is 1.2 meat goats on 1 hectare for Fochville - Parys in North West Province, South Africa, about 1.2 goat
ewes and their 1.4 lambs. On 176 hectares you can keep ± 211 goats and their 253 lambs.
Goats do not actually eat grass (there are worm larvae). Goats eat with heads up; cattle and sheep with heads
down. Goats prefer leaves, twigs, bark, and high-growing plants, shrubs and broadleaf bushes (ﬂowering plants).
If a region needs 6 hectares for a cow, then the carrying capacity for small stock is 1 per hectare - 6 small
stock on 6 hectares. (Source: facebook group - boer goat farmers - boerbok boere)
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Judges: Stephanus Malan,
Kobus Lötter & Boy Lötter

Senior champion ewe: Albie Horn

Junior champion ewe: Anton & Rickus Bothma

Reserve junior champion ewe: Ivan & Malan van Heerden

Reserve senior champion ewe: Josef Kleynhans

Reserve Grand champion ewe: Rickus

Grand champion ewe: Albie Horn

& Anton Bothma
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Junior champion ram: Anton & Rickus Bothma
Reserve junior champion ram: Antoinette Dry

Senior champion ram: Albie Horn

Reserve senior champion ram: Anton & Rickus Bothma

Grand champion ram: Anton & Rickus Bothma
Reserve grand champion ram: Antoinette Dry
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Young farmers lead Kalahari reds in blooming period (Source: Maroela Media)
The S.A. Kalahari Red club's National annual show and auction attracted breeders and interested
people from all over the world.

The highest price for a ram at this year's Kalahari
Red auction was R130 000. The seller was Albie
Horn from the farm Hartebeeshoek in De Aar, and
the buyer was Carlos and Jenny Caroto from
Jenny Kalahari Reds in Pietersburg.

The most expensive ewe was sold for R70 000 by
Tollie Jordaan and Sons from the farm Grootvlakte in
Somerset East to Rule and MJ Ernst from Bonisa
Kalahari Reds in Wolmaransstad. The Auctioneer and
Chief Executive Oﬃcer was Corné du Plessis of Cdp
Auctioneers

The Kalahari Reds' youthful
management consists of Jaco van der
Merwe;Board member, Ivan van
Heerden; Chairman, Alida Dreyer;
Secretary, CW Dreyer; board member
and Douw Dry; vice-chairman. Faheem
Kala, the social media manager from
Botswana, was not present.
Photo: du Preez de Villiers

The breed is almost a quarter of a century old and Albie Horn was one of the founding members who
drove the process of recognizing the name. Through his eﬀorts, the Kalahari Reds received breed
status in 1998.
Today, there are 79 active breeders spread across the country, with the largest concentration in the
Bushveld.
"South African farmers have some of the best small stock genetics in the world, especially their goats.
Given the prices we get, there is a strong demand from all over the world. ” says Horn.
It's incredible to think of where we came from in such a short time, locally and internationally. Today,
Kalahari Reds are farmed in Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, all
African countries, Malaysia, Thailand and Australia.
He says the Kalahari Reds are bred for hardiness and good maternal qualities and of course for the distinctive
color of the Kalahari's sand. Albie emphasized that the most important thing is that this is a meat goat that
produces healthy meat. "Goat meat is cholesterol-free and has 40% less saturated fat than beef." He says
there is a perception that goats' meat stinks, but this is not true, the rams do have a sharp, characteristic smell.
He says goat meat has the same texture as mutton and they are currently working with the Agricultural
Research Council on a project to improve the characteristics of goat meat to market goat meat to South
African house wives.
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He adds that there is currently a shortage of approximately 1.7 million goats in South Africa, because all
available stock is snatched up by the informal market. However, the industry is growing very fast and it is
obvious that they are positioning themselves correctly for the time being.

Ivan van Heerden, the Chairman of the Kalahari reds, told Maroela Media that another advantage of
these hardy animals is that you can farm them on land that is unsuitable for most agricultural
industries. In addition, you can farm goats with cattle, who prefer grass, while goats eat the leaves of
trees. Their water consumption is between three and ﬁve liters per day.
They also eat invasive plants such as sickle bush, which therefore helps with deforestation so that
grass growth can be stimulated.
These animals can be farmed intensively and extensively, but prefer to stay out of feedlots
because they are very active, have a higher metabolism and therefore do not gain weight as
readily as sheep.
The Council says they are working towards breeding larger rams to put on more meat, “but
there has to be a balance, because the maintenance of smaller animals is lower, while smaller
ewes can still produce the same number of lambs as larger ewes. ”, Says Antoinette Dry, a
breeder. "Kalahari Reds easily give twins and triplets and you can work on a lamb percentage
of 200%."
The 2022 show was the largest yet, with a record of 28 exhibitors entering 706 animals. There
were 150 goats more than the previous year. However, the ban on the export of livestock to
Botswana put a damper on the auction, as a large part of the bidders come from this
neighboring country. This year's (2022) auction turnover was R2 560 000, while last year's
(2021)'s was R4 161 500. At both auctions, 122 animals were auctioned. It is also noteworthy
that 47% of the total turnover of this year's auction was traded online.
The Kalahari Reds also hold the record for the most expensive ewe ever sold at a goat auction.
During the Innibos auction last year in Pietersburg, two large, pregnant ewes were sold one after the
other for R350 000 and R180 000. "It was an event one of its kind and will not happen again. You do
not sell such animals, you keep them for breeding ”, says van Heerden. "However, the owner felt he
wanted to give something back to the industry and asked our judges to select his two most beautiful
ewes from his herd and put them up for auction."

The record price paid for a Kalahari Red ewe is
R350 000. She was sold by the Bothmas of
Marinaspruit to Bushra Stud-Kalahari Reds and
Boer Goats from Gaborone, Botswana.

“We can judge the
heart of a man by
his treatment of
animals.”
-Immanuel Kant
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Central Inland Boer Goat Club - Vryburg February 2022
Junior Course (52 Students) presented by Kenneth Hamlett & Victor Kruger
Senior Course (19 Students) presented by Albert van Zyl & Andries Roelofse
Best Junior student: Divan Maritz
Best Senior Student: Rudi Nel
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“Autumn disease” in sheep and goats and how to treat it. (Virbac Healthcare)
This time of year there are many small stock farmers
who regularly complain about animals with “a poach
under the jaw” of their sheep or goats. “We are
treating the sheep but we still struggle to get it under
control” - we hear regularly. “What causes it and what
can we do about it?
Background
Wireworm (Haemonchus contortus) is a blood
sucking roundworm. It is probably the internal
parasite that has the biggest negative impact on
sheep and goats in the summer rainfall in terms of
annual production losses and mortalities (deaths).
The formation of pouches under the jaw or "bottlejaw"
as it is commonly known, may have several causes.
This time of year, especially when it has rained well, it
is usually due to a severe wireworm infection. The
pouch is due to the buildup of ﬂuid. This is the direct result of anemia and loss of blood proteins
caused by large numbers of wireworm
Lifecycle
The eggs that are excreted with the manure hatch under favorable conditions (moisture and
temperature) as the L1 and L2 stages. It then develops into the infectious larval stage (L3) that
climbs up to the grass and is then taken in by the sheep and goats along with the pasture. Within
the animal it develops to the L4 and then to the adult stage. The adult females lay eggs (up to
10,000 per female per day), which are excreted again in the dung to complete the life cycle.
Under favorable conditions, the cycle can be as short as 21 days.
Symptoms and Damage Caused
As mentioned before, the parasite is hemorrhagic. If the numbers within the animal increase
drastically, it has a great negative eﬀect on the sheep. The L4 and adults feed on blood from the
intestine wall. (A 1000 worms can consume 50ml of blood a day!). Sheep therefore becomes
anemic, listless and sluggish. Later, animals can weaken so much that they can no longer graze
properly, develop bottlejaw (not all cases), and eventually die due to an oxygen deﬁciency, as
there are too few red blood cells carrying oxygen.
NB. When conditions are favorable and grazing infestation is very high, the numbers inside the
animal can increase so quickly that animals can die even before clinical signs are observed especially when animals are being herded or stressed.
Production losses such as reduced wool growth and ADG also occur with low-grade persistent
infestation. It can lower the milk production of ewes, resulting in lambs that grow weaker. The
condition of the animals can also be aﬀected in such a way that it can eventually result in reduced
reproduction.
Determination and Monitoring of Contamination
Dung egg count:
The most common method used to determine the presence and degree of contamination is by
means of a dung egg count. Although with a standard dung egg count only the amount of
roundworm eggs (of which wireworm is one of the species) is determined, wireworm is usually
the main cause of problems in the summer months in the summer rainfall area. Regular dung
egg count analysis can serve as an early warning system. One thing to keep in mind is that the
L4 stage also takes blood but does not yet lay eggs. It can therefore happen that with a sudden
heavy infection, the animals can become anemic before a drastic increase in dung egg counts
is observed!
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FAMACHA:
This involves the regular examination of the animals' mucous membranes in the summer
months to determine the degree of anemia (only applicable for wireworm infection). With
training, the technique is fairly simple to master (must be executed correctly!). The mucosa of
the third eyelid should be dark red to red in color. Once the color of the optic mucosa drops
below a certain threshold (becomes pale), those animals must be individually marked and
treated. (If these individuals need to be treated repeatedly, they should be culled.) Once a
certain percentage of the herd becomes anemic, the entire herd can be treated to prevent
losses.
Post-mortem:
A wireworm infection can be conﬁrmed with a postmortem. If present, wireworm will be observed mainly in
the 4th stomach (melkpens). It is about a one to three
centimeters long thread-like, round or cylindrical worm.
The adult females have a distinctive red spiral around
the body - hence the English description of "Barbers
poles".
Treatment
There are a few things to keep in mind during treatment:
Animals already anemic:
Animals that already show signs of anemia or develop malaise should be treated as soon as
possible with a contact active. A contact cactive containing remedy is a product that contains an
active that kills the wireworm on contact eg. Prodose Red's Levamizole . After the blood levels
have recovered, a product containing systemic actives (carried by blood proteins) can be
administered (eg Prodose Orange / Yellow LA). If necessary (bottle jaw is not completely gone),
the contact remedy may be repeated 10 days after the 1st treatment, followed by a systemic
remedy dosed 10 days later. Supportive treatment with Vit B Co and Carmino+ will aid
recovery.
NB. Remember to always take a dung sample from treated animals to be analyzed and again
from the SAME animals 10 days later, to determine the eﬃcacy of the drug used.
Animals not anemic:
If the dung egg count goes above >1500 eggs / g dung and conditions are favorable (rain, heat,
grazing on planted pastures, persistent grazing, heavy pregnant ewes, lambs), expect a drastic
increase in infestation. Under these circumstances you can think of treating the entire herd. If the
animals' mucous membranes are not very pale or white (FAMACHA method) but still pink to pale
pink, the animals can be treated with a systemic remedy eg. Prodose Orange / Yellow LA (which also
has 35 residual action on wireworm).
Again, remember to take dung samples with treatment and again 10 days later from the same
marked animals to determine the eﬃcacy of the drug.Faktore wat die eﬀektiwiteit van middels kan
beinvloed:
Factors that may aﬀect the eﬀectiveness of drugs:
Anemia:
In animals that are already anemic, the action of products containing active blood transport and killing
the wireworm after ingestion of blood (systemic action), is not as eﬀective. This can lead to animals
still being able to die, even if treated. Then it is not necessarily the drug's fault.
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Incorrect dose applied:
The mass of sheep must be determined to administer the correct dose according to the product's
directions. Estimating weight can especially result in underdosing. If animals in the herd are
reasonably uniform, the dose can be determined according to the heaviest sheep. If the animals are
not uniform, they must ﬁrst be sorted by mass or age groups and treated accordingly. Also, make
sure the applicator is set correctly for the dose to be applied.
Faulty equipment:
Automatic dosing guns, especially if not thoroughly cleaned every time after use, may prevent the
animals from receiving the correct dose (even if the syringe is set correctly!). Residues from previous
use can impede the operation of the non return valve, so that a portion of the agent ﬂows back into
the container and only a portion physically ends up in the sheep's mouth! It is best to use a measure
gauge to determine if the dose is consistent with that at which the syringe is set - BEFORE starting
dosing.
With injectables, it can also happen that air enters the syringe. If not corrected, the animals will also
not receive the correct dose. As with the dosing syringe, some of the drug may also ﬂow back into
the container instead of the full dose into the animal.
Not all sheep are treated:
Occasionally, the crush opens up, sheep get mixed up or animals are not present at all during
treatment. Needless to say, these animals are not dosed and the drug cannot be blamed for
ineﬃcacy!
Incorrect application technique:
It is important to apply the correct techniques to ensure that the animal receives the full dose. With
dosing, it may happen that the drug is being spewed during or immediately after dosing. Such
animals should be retreated immediately. With the injectable agents, especially in wooled sheep with
long wool (>4 months) and subcutaneous injection into the neck area, it is diﬃcult to determine
whether the drug is not leaking or injected through the skin. Such sheep are then not treated at all or
at a lower dosage.
Resistance:
Some parasites have, for a variety of reasons, already developed resistance to certain actives and
then the remedy used may be ineﬀective. That is why determining dung egg counts before/with AND
after treatment (10 days later) is so important. If resistance is suspected after eliminating all the other
factors mentioned above, it is recommended to
perform a FECRT (fecal egg count reduction
test) for the farm. This can determine which
actives are still eﬀective. (Contact your
veterinarian or Virbac Technical Sales Advisor
for assistance in this regard)
SUMMARY
During summer in the summer rainfall areas,
wireworm can have devastating consequences.
Wireworm is a blood sucking parasite that can
cause production and physical losses. Often
bottlejaw develop because of a lack of blood
proteins and must be treated immediately!
Prevent major losses by:
Performing regular dung egg counts in summer
to gauge infection
Using the FAMACHA method (weekly in peak wireworm season) to identify problem animals
Treat animals with signs of bottle jaw or that are anemic (FAMACHA):
Firstly with a contact remedy (i.e Prodose Red) Repeat the above after 10 days if symptoms of bottle
jaw still prevail. Follow up with systemic remedy 10 days later (i.e Prodose Orange)
·Take dung samples before/during AND 10 days after treatment from the SAME animals to measure
product eﬃcacy.
Always treat ALL animals CORRECTLY (according to mass, with well maintained equipment measure dose beforehand, using the correct technique that prevents spillage of product etc.)
·If resistance is suspected, perform a FECRT to establish actives that can be used.
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Northern Cape Championships 2021 - Philippolis
Judges: Lukas Burger, Abraham Burger & Hermien Burke
Junior Champion ram: Karsten Boerdery
Reserve Junior Champion ram:
Andries Volgraaff

Junior Champion ewe: Karsten Farming
Reserve Junior Champion ewe:

Senior Champion ram: Karsten Boerdery
Reserve Senior Champion ram: Karsten
Farming

Senior Champion ewe: Booysen Farming

Reserve Senior Champion ewe: Nico Botha
Boer goat stud

Wercon Farming

Grand Champion ewe: Booysen Farming

Grand champion ram: Karsten Farming

Reserve grand champion ewe:

Reserve Grand champion ram:

Karsten Farming

Karsten Farming
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History was made when Lukas

Burger and his children judged
together. Well done and

congratulations to the 3 great
Judges!

Source: Charles Smith - Network 24
Johan Marais from the farm

Jagersfontein, Mahikeng at the boer
goat ewe shortly after she lambed
sextuplets

Johan is a businessman from

Mahikeng in the North-West who

farms on the farm Jagersfontein. He

says he bought the four-year-old stud
ewe (no 17/92) from the Mariaan du
Toit stud outside Bloemfontein at an
auction in Vryburg on 9 October last

year. She was already pregnant from

the ram Joko,

Friendly greeting, until next time.
Michelle
0833786370
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